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    INTENT 

At Glusburn Primary School, we strive to give our children the best start in establishing secure foundations in writing. Our primary intent is to 

create avid readers which we believe is the foundation for any greater depth writer. We recognise the importance of nurturing a culture where 

children take pride in their writing and write clearly and accurately whilst selecting and adapting their language and style to suit a range of 

contexts, purposes and audiences.  

We plan engaging units of work in order to enthuse, inspire and motivate our children, which are underpinned by core texts from our carefully 

developed reading spine. Our learning environments are stimulating but supportive and calming to ensure children are able to access the 

scaffolds needed to support their developing talk and writing. It is our intention that by the end of their primary education, all of our pupils will 

be able to speak and write fluently so that they can communicate their ideas effectively and with a developed awareness for purpose and 

audience.  

     IMPLEMENTATION: Talk for Writing  

    How do we implement our English curriculum using the Talk for Writing approach? 

We deliver English using Pie Corbett’s Talk for Writing approach. By focussing on the oral retelling of various text types, familiar structures 

become fully embedded in the long term memory so that the children can later apply these structures to their own writing whilst developing 

the language techniques taught for the particular area of focus. For example, children may be writing using the structure of a portal story whilst 

developing their understanding of what makes an effective setting description.  

Core quality texts, from our well-developed reading spine, stand at the core of our English planning where we strive to intrinsically integrate the 

teaching of reading and writing. Children engage deeply with carefully selected texts as we foster their ability to: read as readers, read as writers 

and finally write as readers. The primary aim of the reading spine is that we expose the children to a range of high quality literature over the 

course of their primary school life. In this way, we are able to assist the children in their development of a rich vocabulary and of texts which are 

written with careful precision to captivate their audience. Teachers create model texts for specific writing units which aim to demonstrate to the 

children the language techniques which are to be taught and developed. 

Typically, in a unit of work, the focus will be developed through internalisation and contextualisation of the model text where children deepen 

their understanding of a particular text type, exploring other examples through wider whole-class reading and later creating a ‘tool-kit’ for 

purposeful writing. Following sessions of deliberate practise, where children use ‘short-burst writing’ to develop the writerly tools and receive 

timely feedback in order to improve, children then write independently in order to fulfil their planned purpose. The writing process is always 

modelled by the teacher during shared writing sessions.  

Because talk plays a central role in our curriculum, both English and beyond, children quickly develop in confidence whilst embedding their core 

communication skills and subsequently develop as articulate citizens.  

     How do we plan for progression in writing? 

We believe that children need to develop a secure knowledge-base in literacy which follows a clear pathway of progression as they advance 

through the primary curriculum. Teachers therefore plan ensuring a model of progression is sustained throughout school. In this way, children 

progressively develop their writing of different genres year on year, building on and deepening their writing skills.  

Our Long Term Plans ensure a range of fiction and non-fiction genres year on year which may be influenced by the core text and/or other 

curriculum learning. When planning particular units of work, teachers will use their subject knowledge about the end of year expectations for 

the year group they teach, alongside our ‘Progression in Writing Document’ and ‘Pie Corbett’s Toolkits’ to ensure pitch is high. Model texts should 

always be aspirational; they should demonstrate the level of writing expected from the children whilst exposing them to the higher standard 

and a range of writerly tools which are specific to the writing focus.  

How is writing assessed? 

At the end of academic year, children will be assessed to be: WTS, EXS, GDS. This judgement can be supported using our bespoke ‘Writing 

Assessment Grids’ which have been developed to help assess children’s writing against the expected standard.  

To ensure consistency in judgements we actively monitor between classes which share a year group. Adjacent teachers and the English lead 

will look at a range of pupils’ work and discuss how they are making progress towards the expected standard at that particular point in the 

year. A more formal summer moderation meeting will be held; in these meetings, the English Lead will facilitate a moderation of final writing 

judgements between class teachers across all year groups. 
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IMPLEMENTATION: The Early Years  

How is writing enabled in the Early Years? 

In EYFS, Tales Toolkit is used alongside Talk for Writing to encourage the independent invention of stories using a simple, familiar and 

repetitive structure. Both approaches are used within provision – enabling the opportunity for independent invention – and through focussed 

writing practise, where children together learn a model text and work through an innovation stage to re-create a similar but adapted story.  

Writing is also taught through the Prime Areas of Communication and Language and Physical Development and the Specific Area of Literacy. 

Within these areas, aspects of learning are enabled within the environment:  

The aspect of listening and attention is enabled through activities such as: making up alliterative jingles and drawing attention to the 

similarities in sounds at the beginning of words while emphasising the initial sound; listening carefully to different speech sounds; being aware 

of different voice sounds by using a mirror to see what their mouth and tongue do as they make different sounds; singing or saying rhymes and 

talking about the similarities in the rhyming words; making up alternative endings and encouraging children to supply the last word of the 

second line; listening areas where children can enjoy rhymes and stories; listening to stories with repeated refrains, dances and action songs 

involving looking and pointing, and songs that require replies and turn-taking; regular short periods when individuals listen to others, such as 

singing a short song, sharing an experience or describing something they have seen or done and using sand timers to help extend 

concentration for children who find it difficult to focus their attention on a task. 

The aspect of understanding is enabled by setting up displays that remind children of what they have experienced, using objects, artefacts, 

photographs and books; providing for, initiate and join in imaginative play and role-play, encouraging children to talk about what is happening 

and to act out the scenarios in character. 

The aspect of speaking is enabled by: giving time for children to initiate discussions from shared experiences and having conversations with 

each other; giving thinking time for children to decide what they want to say and how they will say it; setting up collaborative tasks, for 

example, construction, food activities or story-making through role-play - helping children to talk about and plan how they will begin; deciding 

on the key vocabulary linked to activities, and ensuring that all staff regularly model its use in a range of contexts; providing opportunities for 

talking for a wide range of purposes, e.g. to present ideas to others as descriptions, explanations, instructions or justifications, and to discuss 

and plan individual or shared activities; providing opportunities for children to participate in meaningful speaking and listening activities.  

The aspect of moving and handling is enabled through activities that give children the opportunity and motivation to practise manipulative 

skills in a range of areas of learning e.g. cooking, painting, clay and playing instruments, providing play resources including small-world 

activities, construction sets and threading. Adults teach children skills of how to use tools and materials effectively and safely and give them 

opportunities to practise them, providing a range of left-handed tools. Children with physical disabilities get support through, for example, 

small trays for equipment, triangular or thicker writing tools. Within the unit a range of construction toys is available for children to practise 

their manipulative skills. 

The aspect of writing is enabled by a well-resourced unit providing word banks and writing resources for both indoor and outdoor play, a range 

of opportunities to write for different purposes about things that interest children, role-play areas with listening and writing equipment 

and children receive daily systematic synthetic phonics sessions. 

In the early years, children are assessed against the Early Learning Goals:  

Prime Area: Communication and Language 

Listening and Attention 
Children listen attentively in a range of situations. They listen to stories, accurately anticipating key events and respond to what they hear with 
relevant comments, questions or actions. They give their attention to what others say and respond appropriately, while engaged in another 
activity. 
 
Understanding 
Children follow instructions involving several ideas or actions. They answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experiences and in response 
to stories or events. 
 

Speaking 
Children express themselves effectively, showing awareness of listeners’ needs. They use past, present and future forms accurately when 
talking about events that have happened or are to happen in the future.  They develop their own narratives and explanations by connecting 
ideas or events. 
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Prime Area: Physical Development 

Moving and Handling 
Children show good control and co-ordination in large and small movements. They move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating 

space. They handle equipment and tools effectively, including pencils for writing. 

 
Specific Area: Literacy 

Reading 
Children read and understand simple sentences. They use phonic knowledge to decode regular words and read them aloud accurately. They 
also read some common irregular words. They demonstrate understanding when talking with others about what they have read. 
 
Writing  
Children use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways which match their spoken sounds. They also write some irregular common 
words. They write simple sentences which can be read by themselves and others. Some words are spelt correctly and others are 
phonetically plausible. 
 

IMPACT  

       EYFS 2019 

% Glusburn EYFS children reaching EXS in Writing 73.6% 

% EYFS Nationally 73.3% 

 

% Glusburn EYFS children reaching GLD  74% 

% EYFS Nationally 72% 
  

KS1 2019 

 

%  
Glusburn children 

achieving  
National Standard 

 

%  
Glusburn children achieving  

Greater Depth Standard 
 

%  
Children nationally achieving                             

National Standard 
 

%  
Children nationally 

achieving                              
Greater Depth Standard 

 

  78% 12% 69% 15% 

KS2 2019 

 

%  
Glusburn children 

achieving  
National Standard 

 

%  
Glusburn children achieving  

Greater Depth Standard 
 

%  
Children nationally achieving                             

National Standard 
 

%  
Children nationally 

achieving                              
Greater Depth Standard 

 

  66% 0% 78% 20% 

 


